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Given a finite dimensional algebra over some algebraically closed field, 
it is an interesting task to study its associated schemes of representations 
of a fixed dimension and the action of the corresponding general linear 
group (see, e.g., [3, 4, 6, 12, 14, 15, 18, 2&22, 241 for some results in this 
direction). Our first result here is that these schemes together with the 
action of the appropriate general linear group determine the algebra they 
come from. In fact, it is enough to consider the reduced subschemes in 
sufftciently high dimensions. Our second result explains the relationship 
between the schemes of representations of an algebra and its associated 
Gabriel quiver with relations and, in particular, the relationship between 
the schemes of representations of two Morita-equivalent algebras. Each 
connected component of a scheme of representations of some finite dimen- 
sional algebra is a libre bundle (with respect to the Zariski-topology) over 
the smooth subscheme of the semisimple representations having as typical 
tibre the corresponding bound representations of the Gabriel quiver of the 
algebra. This shows that also from the geometric point of view the study 
of the representations of an algebra is equivalent to the study of the bound 
representations of its Gabriel quiver. We conclude this note with some 
examples which are mainly concerned with simply connected algebras. 
In characteristic zero, our first result is a special case of a theorem 
obtained by Procesi (cf. [ZO]) and the second result (at least with respect 
to the Ctale topology) follows from Lunas slice theorem [16]. Both proofs 
use some non-trivial results and depend heavily on the fact that the general 
linear group is linearly reductive in characteristic zero. On the contrary, 
our proofs are quite elementary and work in any characteristic. We often 
adopt the functorial point of view, i.e., we identify a scheme with its functor 
of points. The only topology we are dealing with is the Zariski-topology. 
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1. THE SCHEME OF REPRESENTATIONS OF A 
FINITE DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRA 
First, we recall some well-known definitions (see, e.g., [6, 183). 
Let k be an arbitrary commutative field, and let n be a surjective 
algebra homomorphism from the free associative algebra with unit 
k(x,, x2, . . . . x,) to an associative algebra A. Given any natural number d, 
one associates to rc the functor Mod: from the category of commutative 
k-algebras R to the category of sets which sends R to the set of m-tuples 
M= (M,, M,, . ..) M,) of dx d-matrices with coefficients in R such that 
f(M, 2 M,, ..., M,) vanishes wheneverf belongs to the kernel of rc. Clearly, 
Mod: is represented by the spectrum of the commutative k-algebra r, = 
k[Xi I 1 d k d m, 1 d i, j d d]/l, where I is generated by the entries of all 
matrices f(X,, X2, . . . . X,) obtained by substituting X, = (A’;.) for xk in all 
the elements f of the kernel of n (see, e.g., [IS]). For any k-algebra R, the 
general linear group Cl,(R) acts on Mod:(R) by conjugation, and this 
action is functorial in R. Furthermore, given another presentation rc’ of A, 
one shows immediately that the two functors obtained by n and 7~’ are 
isomorphic in a Gl,-equivariant way so that we may speak about “the” 
scheme Mod; of d-dimensional representations of A. The name is justified 
by the fact that the set Mod”,(k) can be identified with the A-module 
structures on kd. 
It is natural to ask how much of the structure of A can be recovered 
from the knowledge of the various schemes Mod”, For instance, if A = 
@(x,, x2)/(x1x2-x2x1 - 1) is the first Weyl-algebra over the complex 
numbers, there is no non-trivial finite dimensional representation, because 
otherwise the trace of the identity would be zero. Thus the various schemes 
tell us nothing about A. In order to avoid such phenomena we now restrict 
ourselves to finite dimensional algebras. But even then the transposition of 
matrices induces isomorphisms between the schemes of representations of 
any algebra and its opposite. However, the situation changes completely 
once we take the action of the linear group into account. 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B he finite dimensional algebras over a com- 
mutative field k. Then the following conditions are equivalent : 
(a) A and B are isomorphic k-algebras. 
(b) For all dimensions d, the k-schemes of representations of A and B 
are isomorphic in a GI,-equivariant way. 
(c) For the dimensions of A and B, the reduced k-schemes of represen- 
tations of A and B are isomorphic in a GI,-equivariant way. 
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Proof. Of course we only have to show that (c) implies (a). By assump- 
tion we have in particular for d= dim, A a Gl,(k)-equivariant bijection cp 
between Mod;(k) and Mod;(k) which maps an m-tuple of matrices X= 
(X,, X,, . . . . X,) to an n-tuple Y = (Y,, Y,, . . . . Y,,). Here, the coefficients of 
the Y,‘s are polynomial functions in the coefficients of the X,‘s. 
First, we observe that the endomorphism algebras of the A-module X (in 
the following we often identify a point in Mod:(k) with the corresponding 
A-module) coincides with the endomorphism algebra of the B-module 
Y = q(X), if we interprete these algebras as the commutants of the matrices 
given by X and Y. Namely, because cp is an equivariant bijection the 
stabilizers of X and Y are the same. Therefore, the linear spans (or the 
Lie-algebras) of these coincide, and these are the endomorphism algebras. 
Thus, if e is an idempotent in End, X= End, Y, we denote by Xe and Ye 
the corresponding direct summands. Given a decomposition E,= 
e, + e, + .. . + e, of the d x d-identity matrix into pairwise orthogonal 
primitive idempotents in End,(X), we have Hom,(Xe,, Xei) = 
e, End, Xe,= Hom,( Ye,, Ye,). To prove the theorem, we only have to 
show that a point X in the orbit of the regular representation AA is 
mapped onto a point Y in the orbit of *B, because this implies 
A z (End X)Op = (End Y)Op z B. 
Before we prove this we show by a degeneration argument that X and 
Y have the “same submodules.” More precisely, let X be a point in 
Mod:(k) such that End, X contains an idempotent e of rank r which can 
be written as a 2 x 2-bloc matrix as 
Er 0 I 1 0 0’ 
Thus, the X,‘s and the Yi’s look like 
x, = [ 8, 0 0 R; 1 and yz= [ 7; 0 0 Fi 1 
Assume furthermore that the 8, define a local module 3 with simple 
quotient X” and radical X’ generated by the first s canonical base vectors 
of kd so that the xi are of the shape 
We claim that the first s canonical base vectors generate the unique 
maximal submodule Y’ of y with quotient Y”, and that CJI maps the direct 
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sum D of X’, X” and R to the direct sum E of Y’, Y”, and y. Indeed, 
let us look at the one parameter group 
I(t)=[‘: Ep,l- tczk*. 
Clearly, the morphism x(t) = /z(t) Xi(t)-’ extends to a morphism I on k by 
j(O) = D. The morphism cp;? coincides on k* with the conjugation of Y by 
the one parameter group II. Extending the scalars if necessary, we can 
assume that k is infinite. Then the polynomial map 
tH F Y; tYl” tr ‘Z Y” i I I 
can be extended to k only if the Z,‘s are zero. Furthermore, we infer that 
cp maps D to E. Finally, the proof that the space spanned by the first s base 
vectors defines a submodule of y does not use the fact that 3 is local. After 
a suitable change of coordinates any submodule of 8 is generated by the 
first s’ canonical base vectors, and we have shown that any subspace 
stabilized by the wj’s is also stabilized by the ?,‘s. Interchanging the 
roles played by y and p we see that both modules have the same lattice 
of submodules. In particular, B is local if and only if 8 is local. 
Now, let X be a point in the orbit of AA which we decompose into a 
direct sum of indecomposables C P; with P, non-isomorphic P, for i# j. 
Then the Pi’s are local modules with simple quotients Si which are repre- 
sentatives of the isomorphism classes of the simple A-modules (cf. [S]). We 
choose a decomposition E, = C:=, Cy=, e,, into primitive orthogonal 
idempotents of End, X such that Xe, is isomorphic to P,. By the 
Gl,-equivariance, we can assume that, for a fixed pair of indices, e,, has the 
shape of e in the last section. We conclude that Ye, is a local module with 
simple quotient T, satisfying dim, T, = dim, Si. Furthermore, cp maps the 
direct sum of rad Xe,i, Xe,/rad Xe,, and the other Xe,,,,‘s to the direct sum 
of rad Ye,, T, and the other Ye,,, . ‘s It follows from our first observation 
that the dimensions of the endomorphism rings of Si and T,i coincide, and 
that Xe,, admits a non-zero homomorphism to S, if and only if Yepm 
admits one to T,. We infer that T, is isomorphism to T,,, if and only if i 
equals p, and we denote by T, a representative of this class. Thus, Y/rad Y 
is isomorphic to the direct sum C:= 1 Ty’ with dim, T, = dim, S, and 
dim, End, Ti = dim, End, Si. Now, we consider the decomposition of .B 
into a direct sum of indecomposables x.)= 1 QF with Q, non-isomorphic to 
Q, for i#-j. We can assume that Ql is the projective cover of T,. Then the 
well-known equations (see, e.g., [S]) dimk T, = m, dim, End, Tj and their 
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analogous versions for the S,‘s imply mj=ni for i= 1, 2, . . . . r. Therefore, 
Y/rad Y is a homomorphic image of B/rad B. By Nakayamas lemma and 
the projectivity of B, Y is a homomorphic image of B, too. In particular, 
the dimension of B is not smaller than the dimension of Y which coincides 
with the dimension of A. By symmetry, we obtain that A and B have the 
same dimension. Therefore, Y is isomorphic to B, and we are done by a 
remark made before. 
Remarks. (a) As mentioned in the introduction, our theorem follows 
easily from a more general result of Procesi provided the characteristic is 
zero. Namely, the algebra turns out to be a certain ring of invariants which 
is canonically attached to the scheme of representations (see [20] for the 
precise statements). 
(b) I do not know how much of the structure of A can be derived 
from the knowledge of the various schemes of representations. For 
instance, it follows easily from the description of the connected components 
of Mod: (see, e.g., [6]) that one can determine the number of simples and 
their dimensions. 
(c) Our proof shows that over the complex numbers it is enough to 
have a GI,-equivariant homeomorphism between Mod?(k) and Mod;(k) 
with respect to the strong topology. 
2. THE FIBRATION OVER THE SEMISIMPLE MODULES 
From now on, we assume the ground held to be algebraically closed so 
that the closed points of the k-scheme Modd, can be identified with 
Mod:(k) by Hilberts Nullstellensatz. Furthermore, if U is an open subset 
of the topological space underlying a k-scheme, we simply use the same 
notation U for the corresponding induced open subscheme. 
Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with semisimple subalgebra B 
isomorphic to n;= I k”8”“’ supplemented by the Jacobson radical J. Here, 
R”“” denotes the ring of m x m-matrices with coefficients in R. Let ek,, 
ldkds, ldi,j<n,, be thecanonical basisofBandletf,,f,,...,f,be 
elements in the union of the er,Jey,, 1 d k, p d s, such that their residue 
classes form a basis of the direct sum of the ef, J/J’e:, . Then the e:‘s 
and the fi’s generate A as an algebra. We choose a presentation 71: 
Wx;, y,, y,, . . . . y,) -+ A sending xi to ek, and y, to f,. Then a point M in 
Mod”,(R) starts with some matrices M i,, M :2, . . . . M”,$,,$ corresponding to 
the matrices e:, and these starting terms define a point in Mod;(R) so that 
we have a functorial GI,-equivariant morphism p from Mod”, to Mod”,. 
Clearly, p admits a zero-section which identities Mod;(k) with the semi- 
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simple A-modules of dimension . In order to study p, we have to restrict 
ourselves to the connected components of Mod]  and Mode. 
LEMMA 1. For any vector d in ~s such that ~= 1 ni di equals n, there is 
a connected component Mod d of Mode. It is characterized by the fact that 
Modds(k) consists of the Gln(k)-orbit of the semisimple module containing 
Beg11 with multiplicity di. Each connected component is a smooth scheme. The 
connected components Mod d of Mod]  are the inverse images of the Mod d. 
Proof All statements except the regularity of Modds are well known 
(see, e.g., [--6]). The smoothness follows easily from a basic observation of 
Voigt in [-27] which identifies the group of self-extensions of an A-module 
M with the quotient of its tangent spaces within Mod]  and within its orbit 
O(M) (i.e., within the reduced scheme induced by Mod]  on the locally 
closed orbit). In formulas this reads as TM Mod'~/TMO(M)~ Extl(M, M). 
Since all extension groups of modules over a semi-simple algebra vanish 
any connected component of Mod]  is smooth. 
Remark. Another proof of the regularity follows from the next lemma. 
But one can also compute the tangent spaces of Modds directly. 
In order to formulate our main result in this section we have to intro- 
duce some more notation. Given a vector d in ~s as in the lemma, we sub- 
divide an n x n-matrix N into s 2 large blocs Nij of ngdg x nflFmatrices. Each 
large bloc is again subdivided into ninj small d~ x dFblocs in the obvious 
way. We let E~. be the n x n-matrix with coefficients in k, where the small 
bloc with row index i and column index j in the kth large diagonal bloc is 
the d~ × dk-identity matrix and all the other small blocs are zero. Thus the 
point E=(E111, 1 s El2 ..... E ..... ) belongs to Mode(R) for all commutative 
k-algebras R. We consider the functorial map To from Mods(R ) to R n×n 
k k given by TaM = Z M.E . ,  the summation running over all i and k. Finally, 
we define certain functors by Uo(R)= {Me Mode(R)1 ToM is invertible}, 
Ra(R)= {M~Mod~(R) [p(M)=E} and Gd(R)-- {g~Gln(R)[only the 
small diagonal blocs of g are non-zero and they are equal within each large 
bloc}. It is easily seen that R d and Go are closed subschemes, whereas Ua 
is an open affine subscheme of Mod d. Using all these notations our key 
observation reads as follows. 
LEMMA 2. We have commutative triangles of k-schemes 
Ud 
and VdX Gd+ ]A - I (Ud)  
Ud 
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Here, p: GI, -+ Modd, is the conjugation of E by g, and the products are 
taken over Spec k. 
Proof. We have to find a bijection cp = (Pi depending functorially on R 
and rendering the first triangle commutative when evaluated at R. To do 
so we construct a functorial map h = h, from U,(R) to GI,( R) satisfying 
h(M)-’ Mb(M)= E for all M in U,(R). It is readily checked that 
cp(M, M’) = h(M) M’h(M)-’ does the job. 
To define h, we observe that for any M in U,(R) and all possible indices 
k, i we have T,M P’Mz T,M = Ei. Indeed, by the definition of M and by 
the fact that M and E are in Mod:(R) we obtain Mz T,M= 
Mf;l(C M;E$) = (C M$E$) Ez= T,MEk, where the summations run over 
j and p. For brevity we denote T,M ‘MT,M by iii and we set g(M) = 
C fif, Efj and g(M) = C E:, at,, the summation running over j and k. 
Then a short calculation shows that for any indices i, j, k one has 
g(M) fii.g(M) = Ek,. In particular, we infer from E, =x Et = C I@: that 
g(M) equals g(M)-‘. By construction h(M)= T,Mg(M) is the wanted 
morphism. To obtain the other trivialization p one defines p(M, g)= 
h(M) g. 
As usual we call a morphism f between k-schemes X and Y a tibre 
bundle with typical fibre F provided there is an open covering ( Yi) of the 
topological space underlying Y such that for all indices i we have a com- 
mutative triangle of k-schemes 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2, the equivariance of p and the 
fact that the Gl,(k)-translates of U,(k) cover Mod;(k) we obtain: 
THEOREM 2. For all vectors d the morphism p from Mod; to Mod”, is a 
fibre bundle with typical fibre R”, . 
Remarks. (a) In characteristic zero and for the etale topology our 
theorem is a corollary of Lunas slice theorem [ 161 because Mod;(k) has 
exactly one closed orbit. 
(b) The theorem is also not surprising for people who know 
associated tibre bundles (see [25] or [26, p. 24ff]), at least if we look for 
a moment at the reduced schemes. Namely, Modd, can be identified with 
the homogeneous space Gl,,/G, via p. Furthermore, we have a 
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GI,-equivariant map from Mod: to Modd, so that one obtains from [26] 
a commutative square 
GI xGdRd (1 n 
I 
/, 2 Mod,,, 
can 
I . 
P 
Gl, IG, 
d A Mod, 
Here, GI, xGd R; is the “quotient” of GI,, x R; by Cd under the action 
h * (g, M)= (gh-1, hM&‘). 
(c) All our statements remain true if we start out with the path 
algebra of a finite quiver, the ideal J generated by the arrows and the semi- 
simple subalgebra B spanned by the “lazy” paths (see [7] or [23] for the 
definitions). The libre R; is then isomorphic to an affine space so that 
p-l(Modi) is a connected component of Mod:. However, there can be a 
lot of semisimple representations not killed by J so that Mod:(k) cannot 
be identified with the semisimple representations. Actually, as I learned 
from 1eBruyn after the writing of this note there is a preprint of Procesi 
from 1987 which treats this case from a slightly different point of view. 
COROLLARY 1. (a) Mod”, and R”, share all the local properties that are 
not influenced by taking the product with a regular k-scheme, e.g., to be 
reduced, regular (in some codimension), normal, Cohen-Macaulay, etc. 
(b) The map sending X to Xn R”,(k) induces a bijection between the 
Cl,,(k)-orbits in Mod:(k) and the G,(k)-orbits in Rd,(k) which respects the 
closures. It also induces a bijection between the irreducible components and 
the sheets (see [13] for the definition). 
Proof (a) This is clear. It follows from [9, Chap. IV, Sects. 5 and 61, 
that Modd, satisfies some condition R, or S, (see [9] for the definitions) if 
and only if R”, does so. But by [9] again, a scheme is reduced, regular, 
normal, Cohen-Macaulay if and only if some appropriate R,‘s and Si’s are 
satisfied. For instance, Serres criterion says that a scheme is normal if and 
only if it satisfies R, and S2 (cf. [9]). 
(b) This part deals only with properties of the corresponding reduced 
subschemes. Therefore, it follows from well-known properties of associated 
libre bundles which are easy to derive. 
The metamathematical corollary stated before makes it clear that we 
have to look at R; and its Cd-action more closely. This is easy. First we 
define a procedure of shrinking matrices. If N, is a large bloc in the n x n- 
matrix N with coefficients in some ring R then we denote by md the small 
bloc in the first horizontal and vertical strip of N,. We define N to be the 
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quadratic matrix of size C;=, di consisting of the fl,‘s. In particular G, is 
the scheme with R-valued points G,(R) = { gl gE G,(R)} so that Gd and 
G, are isomorphic group schemes. But we also have to shrink the algebra 
a little bit. Namely, let A” be the non-unital subalgebra of A given by 
the direct sum of the e{, Ael;, , where we sum up over i and k. Observe 
that 2 is the opposite of the endomorphism algebra of “the” smallest pro- 
jective generator in the category of A-modules so that 2 is “the” basic 
algebra which is Morita-equivalent to A. Clearly, B = B n A” is a product 
of s copies of k and J= Jn 2 is the Jacobson radical of A”. Thus 
TT: k(x;,, y1, y?, . . . . y,) c k(xk,, .r,, y2, . . . . y,,) -+ A is a presentation of 
1 and we can do all our constructions with B and d instead of B and J. 
The relation between the two cases is given by the following easy lemma 
whose proof is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 3. For any commutative k-algebra R we have u commutative 
diagrum 
G,(R) ‘: RdA(R) - Rd,l(R) 
I 
m ti 
G,(R) x R$( R) - 
I 
R%R) 
Here, the horizontal maps are given by conjugation and the vertical maps rp 
and II/ are bijections defined blj 
(iql, iif;,, . ..) IQ;,, 8,, . ..) 
I+!J(M~,, Mi2, . . . . MI,,,<, Y,, . . . . Y,) = 
ym) and cpk Ml = (iZ $(W). 
Recall that the Gabriel quiver Q of A (or of A”) is the oriented graph 
defined as follows: Its vertices are the idempotents e, = e:,, e2 = e:,, . . . . 
e,, = e;, of A. The number of arrows from e, to ej equals the dimension of 
ej(JIJ2) e,. The path algebra kQ has the oriented paths (of length 30) as 
a natural basis, and the multiplication of two base vectors is defined in the 
obvious way. The basic observation of Gabriel is that A is isomorphic to 
kQ/Z for some ideal I contained in the square of the ideal generated by the 
arrows. If d is a vector in W” one defines in the obvious way the scheme 
Dd o,[ of bound representations of Q with dimension vector (see, e.g., [l, 73 
for all the definitions). This scheme is endowed with a natural action of G,, 
and it is clear that Dd o,, and R$ are isomorphic in a cc,-equivariant way. 
Let us try to sum up our findings: The geometric properties of a con- 
nected component of the scheme of representations of a finite dimensional 
algebra are intimately related to those of the scheme of bound representa- 
tions of its Gabriel quiver with the corresponding dimension vector. In par- 
ticular, the schemes of representations of two Morita-equivalent algebras 
have quite similar properties. As a concrete example we mention the 
following result. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra. Then A is 
hereditary tf and only if the schemes Mod: are regular for all n. 
Proof: Both properties are preserved by Morita-equivalence. Therefore, 
we can assume that A is basic, whence isomorphic to kQ/I for some I as 
explained before. It is well known that A is hereditary if and only if Z is 
zero [7]. Now, if Z is zero D"g , is just an afline space for all d so that all 
Modd, are smooth. If I is not zero and d is a dimension vector with strictly 
positive components, the origin is a singular point of Dz,, because I is 
contained in the square of the ideal generated by the arrows. 
3. SOME EXAMPLES 
Again, k denotes an algebraically closed field. We start with a useful 
remark on irreducible components. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be a finite dimensional k-algegra such that 
Ext’( U, U) = 0 for all indecomposable A-modules. Then A is representation- 
finite (i.e., the number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules 
is finite) and in any dimension n the irreducible components of Mod;(k) are 
just the closures of the orbits of modules without self-extensions. Further- 
more, Mod”, is generically reduced. 
Proof: As observed by Gabriel in [6], it follows easily from the result 
of Voigt cited in the proof of Lemma 1 that the orbit of a module A4 with 
Ext’(M, M) = 0 is an open smooth subscheme of Mod>. In particular, the 
closure of the orbit is an irreducible component of Mod:(k) containing 
exactly one orbit whose points admit no (non-trivial) self-extensions. Since 
there are only finitely many irreducible components in each dimension, 
there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposables in 
each dimension. Therefore, A is representation-finite by Brauer-Thrall II 
[ 17, 81. In particular, each irreducible component of Mod;(k) contains 
exactly one dense orbit O(M). Using an argument of [lo] we show that 
Ext’(M, M) = 0, thereby proving the generic reducedness. Indeed, let it4 be 
the direct sum of the indecomposables U,, CJz, . . . . U,. If Ext’(M, M) #O 
one obtains from the assumption Ext’(U,, U,)=O a decomposition of M 
into M, and M, with Ext’(M,, M,) # 0. Thus there exists a non-split exact 
sequence 0 + M, + M’ -+ M, -+ 0 whose middle-term M’ is not isomorphic 
to M, but degenerates to M, a contradiction. 
Remark. Note that Ext’( U, U) = 0 for all indecomposables holds if A is 
Schurian, i.e., if dim End U = 1 for all indecomposables. Namely, if 
u, v, > v,, . . . . V, are indecomposable and if 0 - U * V 2 U - 0 
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is an non-split exact sequence, where V is the direct sum of the Vi’s we 
always have 4 dim End U - 1 3 dim End Vb 2m which is impossible for 
Schurian A. The first inequality is clear because V degenerates to U*. To 
show the second inequality one decomposes c( and /I into their components 
ri and fii. It follows that for each /Ii there is some a, such that aiP, is 
neither 0 nor invertible. 
Next, we look closer at the so called simply connected algebras (see, e.g., 
[S]). So let A = kQ/Z be a simply connected algebra given by its Gabriel 
quiver Q with relations Z, and let Y(S, 4) be the number of relations from 
q to s (see [ 11). If d is a dimension vector we set a(d) = C did, - 
C r(s, q) d&d,, where the first summation runs over all arrows i -+ j and the 
second over all points s, q. By the generalized principal ideal theorem of 
Krull we know that each irreducible component of Di,, has dimension not 
smaller than u(d). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a simp1.y connected algebra of globul dimension 
< 2. Then M’e have for any dimension vector d: 
(a) The dimension of D& equals a(d) if and only if Ext*(M, M) 
vanishes generically. In this case D& is reduced and Cohen-Macaulay. 
Moreover, N in D”,,[(k) IS a smooth point if and only if Ext*(N, N) = 0. 
(b) If d is a root qf the Tits-form ($ [l]) of A then D& is integral 
und normal. 
Proof. (a) The Tits-form q of A is given by q(d)=C df -a(d), the 
summation running over all i. For any A4 in D&(k) we have q(d) = 
dim End M-dim Ext ‘(M, M) + dim Ext*(M, M) by [ 11. Thus we have 
u(d) = dim O(M) + dim Ext’(M, M) - dim Ext2(M, M) = dim T, Di,,- 
dim Ext2(M, M). Here, O(M) is the orbit of M, and we have used the 
quiver version of Voigts result cited earlier. Since A is Schurian we can use 
Lemma 4 to derive the first statement of part (a). Thus D‘& is a complete 
intersection whence Cohen-Macaulay (see, e.g., [ 121). Thus D& satisfies 
S, and R, and it is reduced by [9]. Now, in our situation a point N is a 
smooth point if and only if the dimension of T, Di,, equals that of D&, 
i.e., u(d). This happens if and only if Ext*(N, N) = 0. 
(b) Let U be a generic module in D&(k). By the definition of a root 
we have 1 = q(d) = dim End U + dim Ext’( U, U). Therefore U is indecom- 
posable. Since the indecomposable A-modules are uniquely determined by 
their dimension vectors [23], D”p ,(k) is the closure of O(U). Furthermore, 
we are in the situation of part (a). Thus to prove that Di,, is normal we 
only have to show that it is regular in codimension one, i.e., that 
Ext*(M, M) = 0 for all A4 with dim End M = 2. Clearly, M is the direct sum 
of two indecomposables L and N. Since A4 is not generic it has non-trivial 
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self-extensions. We obtain a non-split exact sequence 0 -+ L -+ X -+ N + 0 
because all self-extensions of N and L split. Since End X is k, X is 
isomorphic to U (see [2] for a generalization). Since the projective dimen- 
sions of L and U and the injective dimensions of N and U are not greater 
than 1 by [23] we only have to show that Ext2(N, L) =O. This follows 
from the exact sequence 0 = Ext ‘( N, N) -+ Ext2( N, L) + Ext2( N, U) = 0. 
To illustrate the lemma and the proposition by a concrete example we 
look at the very simple quiver 1 + 2 -+ 3 with a zero-relation. To determine 
the number i(d) of irreducible components of D;i,, for some dimension 
vector we consider the maximal subsets M, = {U,, U,, . . . . U,}, M, = 
{ v, > v2, . ..> V,,} an d so on of indecomposables such that Ext’(X, Y) = 0 for 
all X, Y in the same subset M,. To obtain i(d) one “only” has to count in 
how many ways one can write the given dimension vector d as a sum of 
dimension vectors of indecomposables contained in some M,. In our exam- 
ple there are only two possible Mi’s which we describe by the dimension 
vectors of the indecomposables they contain. We have M, = { (1, 1, 0), 
(0>1~1),(1,0,0),(0,0,1)} and M,= ((1, LO), (0, LO), (0, 1, I)>. BY 
duality we can assume that d, < d,. Then an easy computation yields the 
well known formula (cf. [ 131) for i(d). Namely, i(d) = 1 if d, + d, d d,. In 
the other cases i(d) equals d, + 1 if d, d d, 6 d,, d, + 1 if d, <d, and 
d, + d, - d, + 1 if d, < d,. Furthermore, Ext’(N, N) vanishes generically if 
and only if d, = 0 or d, + d, d d2 + 1 so that D$,, is reduced in these cases. 
However, the much deeper analysis in [4] shows that Ds,, is always 
reduced. 
The “algorithm” to determine i(d) can be applied to all simply connected 
algebras, in particular to commutative squares. There one obtains 14 M,‘s 
so that the calculations become cumbersome. But we leave it as an easy 
exercise to the reader to reduce this case directly to the one considered 
before. 
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